






Abstract

The epistemological analysis offered in this VI ork is contextualised in public epistemologiical

practices. It falls into three parts:

Part I, 'Opposition' gives an epistemologi( al account of our use of oppositional

categorisation as a taxonomic strategy emplo: -ing certain simple epistemic tools. Opposites are

maximally saliently different sub-categories oj a background epistemic field dermed by a salient

similarity. Oppositional classification is espe< ially attractive to us because its structure satisfies

our obligation (defended by Kant) to reconcile the conflicting maxims of seeking both unity and

diversity in our taxonomic activities. Oppositi :mal classification defines and partitions a field of

epistemic objects for ease of epistemic manip Jlation. It is based upon the mutually functional

application of two forms of negation which I ;all 'spotlight' and 'toggle' negations: the fonner

posits a background field of saliently similar (>bjects, and the latter mutually exclusively and

exhaustively partitions that field into saliently different subcategories. Variations both in the

application of these tools and in the kinds of epistemological objects mapped by the epistl~mic

field account for the different kinds of OPPOSil ion. One such variation is scalar opposition.. The

good/bad contrast examined in Part II is an im tance of scalar opposition.

Part II, 'The Good/Bad Contrast' applies the analysis from Part I to value opposition, as

paradigmaticaIIy represented by the good/bad l:ontrast. ~[be goodlbad contrast is a scalar opposition,

in that the epistemie field it divides organises (bjects arranged on better than scales (on better than

scalar fields}. Value differences supervene on descriptive differences; similarly, the better than scalar

field superv(mes upon some descriptive epistel [lie field. The good/bad opposition partitioning the

better than field exploits a di-or trichotomisin~ descriptive partillion of the descriptive field which

preserves the better than relation between the I esulting categories. This creates a jointly descriptive

and evaluative opposition. The different logica. propertil~s and roles of the kinds of descriptive

criteria used to construct partitions over better, han fields (including good-makers, better-makers

and intensifiers) are dermed and explained, and some significant structural characteristics of

evaluative epistemic fields are discussed. Thes<: includeoverridingness', which is a feature of

'nested' evaluative fields. The structure of neste d evaluative fields explain many features of the

systemic connexions between the power-inflec .ed epistemic constructions examined in Part III.

Part III, 'Understanding Binarisms', introjuces the notion of 'power-inflected epist,~mic

materials' in public knowledge-systems. Practi ;al reason is employed in this Part as an organising
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background framework for an analysis of the r ~lations between power phenomena and epistemic

phenomena in public epistemological context::. It is argued that. these relations are governed by the

political imperative of influencing the choices of practical reasoners through lying or deceptive

justification ('persuasion'). This persuasion~ des upon the epistemological connexions between

descriptive and evaluative knowledge and choi;e, and is facilitated by the deceptive use of

legitimate epistemic strategies and tools used 10 organise and communicate descriptive, evaluative

and practical information in public epistemol( gical contexts. The epistemological analyse:s from

Parts I and II are then applied to an analysis oj those power-inflected epistemic materials known as

'binarlsms' (also 'dualisms', 'binary oppositiom', 'dichotomies', etc.), and are demonstrated to

provide detailed substantiating evidence for sc me important politico-epistemological accounts of

binaristic constructions, including those of Ge nevieve Lloyd and Val Plumwood, as well as

facilitating detailed elaboration of such accour ts.
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